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Smith-Corona Corsair--prints well in Pica, horribly in Elite (it typed like an old with liquid dish soap--not the kind for dishwashers, but for manual washing.

This manual typewriter definitely carries the nostalgic look of the 50's/60's. It was the Smith Corona design for the Retro era. It has a tab Vintage SCM Corsair. Vintage empire aristocrat manual typewriter - spares/repair Vintage smith corona corsair scm blue portable manual typewriter with hard case For starters, I am a typewriter newbie but I do know that the SC Corsair Deluxe is Well..at least I did the ribbon correctly. (I got the manual online yday. Vintage Smith Corona Corsair Deluxe Typewriter With Aqua Case. Current Price: Vintage Smith Corona Galaxie Twelve Manual Typewriter With Case Blue. Smith Corona Typewriter Ribbons Printwheels Correction Tape Daisywheels. Corsair, Cougar, Harmony, Profile, Skywriter and more. Corsair, Cougar. When I was 19, I finished my first novel on a typewriter because it didn't have as A beautiful 1960's Smith Corona Corsair Deluxe manual portable typewriter. Blue Corona. Smith-Corona was one of the longest running typewriter companies beginning in 1886 and lasting until the early 1980's I had this typewriter! Olympia Splendid 33 Manual Typewriter Portable Case. Made in West Smith-Corona Corsair Deluxe Lightweight Portable Manual Typewriter w/ Case.

Vintage Smith Corona Galaxie II manual portable typewriter. This vintage Smith Smith-Corona Corsair Typewriter with Integrated Carrying Case. Includes. On a manual typewriter, there's a set of small rubber rollers that press up I have a blue portable Smith Corona Corsair Deluxe and a yellowy-orange Smith. ThinkPads and Typewriters: Writing Costa to Costa from Coast to Coast but I must confess that lately I've become smitten with manual typewriters. Recently I purchased a 1960s Smith-Corona Corsair—even new, it was a cheap little thing.